
 

 

 

WILDEPRINTS.COM 
2022 UPDATES LISTED 

@WILDEPRINTS TELEGRAM & TWITTER 

LAST UPDATE:   JUN 8, 2022;  REV: 1.02 

 

The purpose of this document is to brush up 2022 changes as well as 

cover other pricing and details which may have their own curiosities.  

Something not listed, or listed incorrectly?  Please give us a poke! 

STICKERS 

1. Fees, New Fees, Fee Updates 
o Fees have been introduced and refined to better help us provide a convenient and competitive 

service where multiple finishes, sticker sizes, quantities, types and designs are all possible within a 
single sticker order.  These fees help cover the additional time and resources taken for such taxingly 
large orders, which can take several hours or even days to process all on their own when a queue 
continues to stack behind them.  In cases of orders consisting of only a couple designs or less, with 
alike quantities, finish, etc no fees will be applied.  We’re not trying to be mean; We promise! 

▪ think you have an order which may qualify for a waiving of these fees?  give us a poke, we’ll 
happily consider partnerships where fee(s) may be waived for individuals depending on the 
details of their order 

o Select fees remain waived, or otherwise discounted on select charity designs & LGBTQ+ designs <3 
 

o UPDATED: +$5.00 USD fee added for the second unique finish per order;  This increases to +$10.00 
USD per each additional finish used in the same order after then 

▪ previously +$5.00 after the first two (2) 
▪ further elaborating, this fee is applied only when multiple sticker finishes are used in the same 

order, with +$5.00 for the second one and +$10.00 for every other one after that 
▪ multiple finishes may also extend your orders turnaround time in some cases 

o UPDATED: +$3.00 USD fee per each unique sticker after the first five (5) 
▪ previously +$2.50 USD 

o NEW: +$1.00 fee added per each unique sticker size per order 
▪ “unique sticker size” refers to the largest side of the sticker (IE: 3”, 2.5”, 2”, etc)  

o NEW: +$1.50 fee added per each unique sticker quantity per order 
▪ “unique sticker quantity” refers to the differing quantities per each design  

o NEW: Rush order fees; +10% per each day sooner from quoted 10 business day turnaround 
▪ most orders may complete before 10 business days is up; the rush fee ensures you’d meet a 

last-minute deadline which our current queue would otherwise not support 
 

https://telegram.dog/WildePrints


2. New Materials 
o NEW FINISH: Introducing our unofficially named, “FLAT” finish!  This new material is very alike our 

existing Luster, but with an even flatter, less reflective surface.  It’s best described as “Mule Matte”, if 
you’re catching our drift.  We think you’ll love it.  Price rate remains unchanged! 

o We’re hoping to introduce at least one, if not two new finishes planned this year.  Stay tuned!  
 

3. Low Quantities <10pcs Pricing Scheme 
o Total order quantities under 10pcs will now follow a flat-rate $0.50 USD per each square inch, 

rounded up.  Other fees will apply for smaller orders consisting of multiple sizes, varying quantities, 
finishes, etc.  This only applies if the overall sticker order including all designs is less than total pieces, 
and not to specific designs within an order totaling more than 10pcs.  

▪ “rounded up” refers to the example of a 3” sticker being counted as 3” x 3”, regardless of 
other varying side.  “per square inch” refers to: width*height*$0.50;  IE: 3” = $4.50/ea if 
under ten (10) total pieces per complete order. standard bulk rates continue after 10pcs 

o Lower quantities <10pcs per order featuring larger sticker designs (IE: signs, etc) or other special 
requests may be subjected to pricing schemes which better suit the situation given.  Unsure?  Give us 
a poke! 
 

4. Printing Technology 
o We continue to print all of our Vinyl Stickers using a Fine Art Giclée machine, sporting premium 

pigment-based inks which provide spectacular color results that are not water soluble (our stickers 
are uv-resisting laminated regardless); This machine can best represent colors in the RGB color space.  

▪ our printer uses the following inks: C, PC, M, PM, Y, PBK, MBK, R, B, G, PG, CO 
 

5. Pricing, Estimates & Discounts 
o We’ve forever been trying to find the time to make our pricing calculator public through our website, 

but have yet to be successful.  Meanwhile, our pricing continues to remain competitive and flexible 
for the level of personalization that we allow!  Please see “GENERAL STICKER PRICING” below for 
more detailed information regarding price estimations based on standard quantities & sizes.  

o ESTIMATES remain free!  Always. 
o DISCOUNTS: 

▪ -$0.02 each die-cut or kiss-cut sticker printed, featuring your own artwork 
▪ -$0.05 each sticker sheet printed, featuring your own artwork 
▪ 7% OFF All LGBTQ+ (pride) inspired designs 

• up from 5% back in early 2022 
▪ +/-10% OFF select For-Charity designs 

• subjected to increase in 2022 
▪ 5% OFF select seasonal/holiday design 

• such as winter, summer, Halloween, Christmas, etc 
▪ 3%+ OFF select designs, as posted on twitter for that select time period  

• as part of a new limited time flash sale on general themes. IE: fox stickers, dragon 
stickers, orange stickers, etc. discounts would be applied automatically if available at 
the time of purchase.  posted themes subject to cycle through the year 

▪ Free Shipping on orders of $300 or more within the USA  
• free shipping may also be given randomly to repeat customers 

▪ +1% OFF per each toss-in design provided, still in circulation at the time of your order 

• IE: if you’ve donated 3 designs to be used in our freebies order toss-in stickers, your 
future orders would receive +3% OFF (stacked), up to 5% OFF (5 designs) 
 
 



6. Teenies (1”) & Specialty Requests 
o TEENIES PRICING – Our 1x1” or smaller stickers are now priced at a flat $0.25/ea after the first 100pcs 

(when ordered alone) or with the order of any other sized stickers.  Teenies no longer share the price 
rate of your overall order, or affect other sticker pricing regardless of quantity. 

▪ previously teenies would price alongside larger stickers at higher rates per each 
▪ few teenies will still be added at random to most orders free of charge as per usual 

o IMAGE EDITS & ALTRATIONS – We do our best to making this experience as best as we can for you!  
But to keep things moving, we do ask that you please have your graphics ready with transparent 
backgrounds and any desired edits already made before suppling those to us!  In some cases , we may 
be able to remove drop shadows, backgrounds, etc for your images.  In cases where your order 
consists of intricately detailed graphics needing to be cut out, or multiple designs all needing drop 
shadows removed (for example), we may ask that you re-supply the graphics with these edits already 
made, and/or agree to a pre-charged $5.00+ fee for each graphic being altered. 

▪ in most cases, we’re happy to help remove plain white backgrounds from images if you do not 
have a transparent version! 

▪ this includes A.I. upscaling of images for larger printing and other additional processing needs 
o SPECIALTY CUTS – We are happy to entertain requests for specialty cuts, such as holes in the middle 

of stickers (like donut shapes), or irregular sticker sheet shapes (such as triangles, circles, or custom 
shaped cuts).  

▪ We’re currently exploring expanding our sticker offerings to Foils, Spot Holo, Spot Gloss, Glow-
in-the-Dark, Clear Stickers, Double-Sided Stickers, Front-facing-adhesive Stickers and other fun 
options in the coming future! 
 

7. Sticker Disclaimers 
o LONGEVITY – Our stickers are intended to last 3+ years when placed in favorable conditions (indoors 

on computers, low traffic areas, etc) before the natural decay of vinyl begins to kick in.  In many 
cases, stickers could last well beyond this point!  We produce stickers of the highest quality we’re 
able to currently stock.  Of course, this does not make them indestructible by any means! 

o OUTDOOR GLASS SURFACES – Glass gets hot!  Especially car windshields.  Stickers of any kind placed 
on similar surfaces may see a decreased lifespan, either through discoloring, peeling, or cracking. 

o CURLING – Vinyl stickers of all types may tend to curl, or arrive with a curl.  Our material arrives to us 
in rolls, so a natural curl is to be expected!  This of course does not affect the functionality or 
durability of the sticker at all, as usually this curl is part of the paper backing liner, which is peeled 
and discarded upon using the sticker. To flatten an un-peeled sticker for presentation, keep it 
flattened heavily between books for a period of time or peel/re-stick the sticker back to its paper 
backing to loosen any curl tensions present (this should be done only for un-peeled stickers used for 
display, and not for your entire stock of course!) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



GENERAL STICKER PRICING 

Pricing is calculated based on material usage and processing time primarily through sticker size, sticker 
quantity, and sticker finish.  Other competitive contributing factors include sticker shape (circle, square, or 
custom) and cut style (kiss-cut, die-cut, sticker sheets).  Below are estimates based on squared sticker sizes 
and fixed quantities, assuming 1-5 unique designs.  Please note that the prices listed may not be the actual 
sales price, as a design for instance sized at 3” x 2.5” would not have the same price rate as a 3” x 3” sticker! 
 

NON-HOLO FINISHES – KISS/DIE-CUT 
(MATTE, FLAT MATTE, LUSTER, GLOSS, TEXTURED, ETC) 

QUANTITY 2” PRICING 2.5” PRICING 3” PRICING 

10pcs $17.00 ($1.70/ea) $19.00 ($1.90/ea) $20.00 ($2.00/ea) 

50pcs $60.00 ($1.20/ea) $66.00 ($1.32/ea) $72.00 ($1.44/ea) 

100pcs $73.00 ($0.73/ea) $83.00 ($0.83/ea) $94.00 ($0.94/ea) 

200pcs $96.00 ($0.48/ea) $114.00 ($0.57/ea) $134.00 ($0.67/ea) 

300pcs $114.00 ($0.38/ea) $141.00 ($0.47/ea) $168.00 ($0.56/ea) 
 

Prices assume squared (ie: 3x3”) displaying sizes 2-3” for simplicity of quick price estimation.  Actual prices 
will be tailored to your specific design WxH” sizing and as a result, may be slightly less than listed. 

Printable sizes range 0.5” through 22-28”;  Bulk pricing flatlines after 300pcs 

 
HOLOGRAPHIC FINISHES – KISS/DIE-CUT 

(GLAZED, GLITTER, GLAMOUR STARS, CRYSTAL, ETC) 

QUANTITY 2” PRICING 2.5” PRICING 3” PRICING 

10pcs $19.00 ($1.90/ea) $21.00 ($2.10/ea) $23.00 ($2.30/ea) 

50pcs $69.00 ($1.38/ea) $77.00 ($1.54/ea) $85.00 ($1.70/ea) 

100pcs $85.00 ($0.85/ea) $99.00 ($0.99/ea) $114.00 ($1.14/ea) 

200pcs $114.00 ($0.57/ea) $138.00 ($0.69/ea) $164.00 ($0.82/ea) 

300pcs $138.00 ($0.46/ea) $171.00 ($0.57/ea) $207.00 ($0.69/ea) 
 

Prices assume squared (ie: 3x3”) displaying sizes 2-3” for simplicity of quick price estimation.  Actual prices will 
be tailored to your specific design WxH” sizing and as a result, may be slightly less than listed. 

Printable sizes range 0.5” through 22-28”;  Bulk pricing flatlines after 300pcs 



NON-HOLO FINISHES – STICKER SHEETS 
(MATTE, FLAT MATTE, LUSTER, GLOSS, TEXTURED, ETC) 

QUANTITY 3” X 3” PRICING 4” X 6” PRICING 8.5” X 11” PRICING 

10pcs $22.00 ($2.20/ea) $33.00 ($3.30/ea) $72.00 ($7.20/ea) 

50pcs $79.00 ($1.58/ea) $119.00 ($2.38/ea) $256.00 ($5.30/ea) 

100pcs $107.00 ($1.07/ea) $177.00 ($1.77/ea) $435.00 ($4.35/ea) 

200pcs $156.00 ($0.78/ea) $278.00 ($1.39/ea) $736.00 ($3.68/ea) 

300pcs $198.00 ($0.66/ea) $372.00 ($1.24/ea) $1,008.00 ($3.36/ea) 
 

ALSO AVAILABLE IN HOLOGRAPHIC FINISHES FOR AN +ADJUSTED COST  
Prices assume standard & quantities for simplicity of quick price estimation.  Actual prices will be tailored to 

your specific design WxH” sizing and as a result, should be slightly less than listed.  Sticker sheets are not 
restricted to just square shapes!  Printable sizes range 1” through 22-28”;  Bulk pricing flatlines after 300pcs 

 
OUR PRICES ARE COMPETITIVELY VARIABLE (BULK) BASED, MAKING KEEPING 

THEM ALL UP TO DATE HERE RATHER IMPRACTICAL   UWU 

♥

 
 
 
COLOR SHIFTING / ADJUSTMENTS 

1. Vinyl Stickers 
o We’ve recently had to change our standard material for stickers as of 2022 to be able to continue 

providing the lowest cost for the competitive pricing we’re wanting to offer.  As a result, a re-
calibration of our printer settings to better achieve color accuracy was performed.  

▪ don’t worry!  the vinyl material is just as brilliant as it has always been 
2. General 

o In most cases, there should be no color shifts from order to order.  In the rare unfortunate event that 
we must replace our print head, or otherwise switch out material, a print head color calibration test 
will be performed, which in some cases, may shift the color output ever so slightly.  This is normal!  

 
 

https://telegram.dog/WildePrints


SAMPLE PACKS 

Our sample packs are still in development to best showcase our offerings across all that we offer.  These will 
include all sticker finishes in a creative kiss-cut/die-cut combo design, as well as our print materials across 
papers, labels, apparel and so forth. 

o Pricing is projected to be at a flat rate of $5 - $10 of which can be later applied towards your first 
order as credit!  Additional sample packs shipped to the same address may follow an additional 
$5.00+ USD fee which is non-reimbursable, unless the sample(s) being sent are new stock. 

BUSINESS HOURS, TURNAROUNDS & CHAT REPLY TIMES 

1. Business Hours, Days 
o Self-care is health care!  We’re aiming to solidify our active times Monday through Friday, from 12pm 

through 10pm (lunch break(s) included).  Chat replies and other standard orders may not progress 
through Saturday & Sunday, or after 10pm.  Times listed in UTC-7 (PAC). 

▪ times may be subject to change as deemed best necessary.  We are night-owls, after all! 
o Time will also be taken off on select holidays (such as Halloween, Christmas, etc) or for occasional 

family matters. 
o As a Furry Owned & Operated business, it is only expected that select convention events which we 

are attending will yield in time off up to one (1) week prior to the event, through the event, and up to 
2 business days after the event. 

▪ sticker orders for conventions should be placed no less than 2-3 weeks in advanced *before* 
the event date for the best success in receiving your order in time!  

2. Chat Replies 
o To best serve everyone with getting orders produced & shipped within our turnaround period, we’re 

opting to dedicate some days to chat, and some to production.  This means our reply times may be 
spaced out through a couple of days in some cases, especially with larger sized orders or replies 
received outside our usual business hours! 

▪ in most cases, chats may be replied to past our business hours, but not usually through the 
weekends 

3. 10 Business Day Turnarounds 
o Weekends or other scheduled non-work days such as holidays are not counted in this ~2 business 

week turnaround period.  This noted number of days is usually the worst-case scenario.  Most orders 
should ship roughly +/-7 business days after being placed. 

SHIPPING 

1. EU Shipping 
o At this time, we remain unable to ship to the European Nations (UK, etc) as per the direct result of 

their new VAT (tax) laws which require us to register a Tax ID prior to adding a +20% Tax rate to all 
sales.  We may continue exploring this in the future if necessary.  Terribly sorry! 

2. USA / Free Shipping 
o We’re currently working into offering free shipping with all orders $300 and higher within the USA!  

International orders may see a discounted rate after this amount. 
o From this point forward, we may require that your shipping address be re-entered with every invoice. 



INVOICES 

1. PayPal 
o In our best efforts to keeping our prices competitive, our finances better managed and with offering 

the option for gift cards in the near immediate future, we’ve made the decision to discontinue PayPal 
as a payment option from this point forward for all orders placed within the US.  This also comes with 
the direction PayPal has been heading, prioritizing their profits over smaller businesses with their 
increasing of service fees collected and withholding those fees even in the event of a refund issued.  

▪ PayPal’s terms of service prevent us from tacking on the additional sales fees on PayPal 
invoices, with a punishable account suspension if reported  

▪ PayPal remains incompatible with our future plan to offer gift cards & other promotions via 
supplied promo-codes across the payment method(s) offered 

▪ international orders may be the only exception to this rule where debit or credit is not 
accepted through our new payment processor as a result of currency exchange 

2. Square 
o Square takes PayPal’s place as our new web-based payment processor! 

▪ the process will remain the same! invoices will be linked when you’re ready to pay in chat  
o Square does not require an account, and accepts all major Debit, Credit and ACH transfers.  The 

whole process is an incredibly simple, clean and quick web-based experience 
o Square will allow us to continue keeping our pricing competitive along with offering gift cards, 

promotion codes and other fun to-come features. 
o Interested in giving Square a try for your business?  Use our referral link to get your first $1,000 

earned without any sales fees! 
▪ https://squareup.com/i/WILDEFOXES 

GIFT CARDS 

Both digital and physical gift cards will be made available for purchase!  Physical cards will be mailed out via 
stamped letter for use as a functional collectible or in-person gift.  Gift cards will be available in multiple 
varying amounts, including custom amounts with a balance that never expires. 

o featured artwork remains under development 

SALES, GIVEAWAYS & RAFFLES 

With 2022, comes new opportunities to host Sales, fun twitter Raffles & Giveaways!  Stay tuned and be sure 
to follow us on twitter (@WildePrints) to keep up to date as these happen. 

LOYALTY POINTS, REWARDS & SAVINGS 

We are currently exploring a loyalty rewards point system which will help stack up savings towards future 
orders with every purchase.  Although there is no current ETA on this, we do hope to have it ready early 
2022!  Purchases made within 2022 may be eligible to be credited for missed loyalty rewards.  

https://squareup.com/i/WILDEFOXES
https://twitter.com/WildePrints


QUALITY CONTROL (QC) 

1. Re-Defining “Imperfect Prints” Standards 
o Deeply quality controlling each and every single sticker, print, etc is a taxing position which is being 

re-worked for 2022.  With your feedback, we’ve decided to focus on a quicker system which does not 
catch all micro imperfections which most others do not notice at first glance, or even when starring 
directly at them unknowingly.  Stickers which do not suffer structural or deeply impacting 
imperfections may remain in sticker bundles as ‘Passed QC’.  Worry not though, we’re still looking 
over them and still stand behind our fantastic quality! 

o Extras are always printed and included with every order, as they always have.   You may still receive 
stickers labeled as “Imperfect Prints” within your orders, only now you may be able to better see 
yourself why they didn’t quite make it past our QC inspections. 

o Loosening up on QC will allow us to better maintain turnarounds across order production & chat 
responses, as well as help keep pricing competitive as less time per order is consumed.  

 
LABELS 

1. Pre-Defined Shapes & Sizes 
o Unlike vinyl stickers, we’re currently only able to offer stickers in pre -defined circle, square, and 

rectangle shapes of various pre-defined sizes.  If you’re looking for something specific, we may be 
able to stock specific sizes for you!  Labels are currently sold by the 8.5” x 11” sheet. 

▪ currently in stock:  circles in 1”, 2”. 2.5” and 3”;  squares in 1x3”, 2x4”, 3x5” 
2. Material 

o Our labels are currently available in either paper, or polyester (plastic) variants.  
▪ current stock availability by finish may vary 

3. Printing Technology 
o To keep our label cost relatively low, we’ve opted for a plastic-based ink (toner) technology, which 

naturally promotes water-resistant prints within the CMYK color space.  Whether your labels are 
printed on plastic or paper, they will not bleed if splashed, despite not featuring laminate. 

4. Future Plans for Labels 
o We do have plans to invest in a dedicated label printing machine, which will allow us to offer special 

effects, clear labels, label rolls and more.  Your continued support will help us achieve this goal! 

 
 
APPAREL, MUGS & MORE 

Custom t-shirt prints have been available through most of 2021, but seldomly announced as time did not 
allow us to develop these quite where we wanted them.  Come 2022, custom prints on shirts remain 
available as we pick back up on further perfecting sublimation across new fun goods such as mugs, mouse 
pads, tags & more! 



WEBSITE 

1. Current Downtime 
o Our domain (as of typing this) is currently redirecting to a landing page on AnthroDex after some 

server downtime that we’ve yet to find the time to dedicate into resolving.  Our current website 
landing page was not very helpful anyway, so we’re focusing on getting orders taken care of before 
focusing on getting that page back up.  Thank you for your patience! 

2. Future Plans 
o As we continue to develop, our plans for WildePrints.com will move forward towards an online 

market place, printing options, pricing and a DIY estimate calculator.  Ultimately, we’d love to have a 
pre-screening for new prints & stickers where users can upload their artwork, select their details and 
have everything ready for us to mockup in just a few simple clicks.  

FREEBIE TOSS-IN STICKER DESIGNS 

1. Distribution 
o Toss-in designs are never sold or profited from, and are primarily included for free at random with all 

customer orders or distributed as free samples either through mail or convention attending.  
o Distribution of the design(s) provided will continue through the duration of the design theme, or until 

otherwise through its relevance, unless asked by the original artist to cease continued distribution.  
2. Artwork 

o We’re happy to consider all sticker designs, SFW or Not which can be used .  Simply give us a poke and 
let us know that you’d like to contribute!  Each design in circulation will grant a stackable +1% OFF 
your total order while that design remains in circulation.  

▪ we’d like to give a special shoutout to Spunky Stuff for all of their contributions! 
o Artwork provided is usually always downsized to 2”-2.5” before printing for distribution. 

3. Credit / Citation 
o Order toss-in stickers will never leave the shop without a credit to the supplying artist with a label on 

their backside.  

 
FINE ART PRINTS & POSTERS 

1. Sizing, Resolution, Cropping, Stretching, Etc 
o This area is under development at the moment!  A quick consideration to keep in mind is that we’re 

here to print artwork that you have provided!  We are not here to make continued cropping,  photo 
alterations, and framing recommendations across multiple images being printed.  This turns to be 
very costly during our mockup process and will inevitably increase prices for your order to cover the 
additional time taken with your designs. 

▪ Thank you! 
2. Preparing your Prints 

o As we’re short staffed (independently ran) we’re making great considerations to reject print orders 
which do not have their print already appropriately sized and ready to go, as the time taken to 
manually crop, stretch/resize, etc each of several unique prints continues to take away from our 
ability to offer a quicker turnaround on chat reply times for other customers.  



PERSONALIZED CHAT EXPERIENCE 

1. Usernames 
o When we’re chatting, we take a note of the chat username to tie to the order.  This helps us recover 

previously printed items for quick reprint orders!  When you change your username, these re -print 
files become lost.  If requesting a re-print and have since changed your username, please inform us! 

 
RIGHT TO REFUSE SERVICE 

Although we hate to do this, we continue to reserve the right to refuse service to anyone, or terminate any 
pending order (provided a full refund will be given, unless terms state otherwise) should the necessity be 
there to do so.  This includes but is not limited to refusing printing of questionably immoral graphics, or rude 
behaviors or unrealistic demands be met. 

DISCLAIMERS:  
* Fees are subject to continue adjusting through 2022 as deemed necessary; Fees will not be applied with most normal orders 

featuring alike-sized stickers, alike-finished stickers, alike-quantity stickers, less than 5 unique designs/stickers, etc. 

* Pricing estimates listed in this document are approximate and may shift with time.  For a true quote, please reach out on 
telegram, @WildePrints! 

* Availability details and other details listed in this document may lose their accuracy or availability over time.  Please c onsider 

this document as a reference and not up-to-date information. 

 
 
 

 
REVISIONS 

AS WE UPDATE THIS DOCUMENT, WE’LL CITE THE CHANGES WITH EACH REVISION BELOW! 

 

June 8, 2022 : REV 1.02 

• “FINE ART PRINTS & POSTERS” section added (and remains under development for future revisions) 
• “PERSONALIZED CHAT EXPERIENCE” section added 
• Teenies (1”) now at their own dedicated flat price rate of $0.25/ea after 100pcs (some freebies still added in orders!) 

• Teenies (1”) with their own price rate no longer count towards the overall price rate, regardless of quantity. 
• Various sticker disclaimers added in the vinyl stickers section 
• Image alterations now documented under section 6 of STICKERS 
• Pricing on Holographic finishes increased slightly to keep up with covid-19 induced inflation :’( 

Jan 21, 2022 : REV 1.01 
• Pricing listed for non-holo 3x3” corrected. 


